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Chapter 1 : SMOK AL85 Alien Baby 85W TC Starter Kit Review | Spinfuel VAPE
The Alien Mini Mod and Badass Baby Beast This is the SMOK AL85 vaping kit and trust me the world of the mini mods
just got a new badass big brother and this little beast packs a mighty punch. Call it the Alien Baby or Alien Mini if you
want - it certainly has the same styling including the awesome fire/trigger bar.

Is Smok Alien the best Starter Kit? The device feels very solid in hands and gives the impression that it is
actually smaller than it is. It can be fired through a grip or by pressing the thumb on its side, no fiddling
around to find the fire button. The mod could easily pass as a single battery. It holds two batteries not
included. This certainly improves the battery life and length of the vaping sessions. The watt maximum power
output, while an impressive number, is a bit high for most vapers, and really eats up e-liquid. Another cool
detail on the Alien mod is that it has jumbo signs inside the battery compartment and has a neat carbon fiber
cover on the back. There are colored manuals and battery safety cards inside the box for those vapers who are
just starting out. The baby beast has air holes that can be adjusted for both cloud and flavor chasers. The kit
contains two premade atomizer heads, a dual coil and an octuplet coil that has the recommended wattage level
printed on its side. If you prefer a hotter vape-juice , you can raise the wattage without fear of dry hits. The
Delrin drip tip does its job well, keeping lips safe and cool even if the tank gets hot from chain hits. It is a tiny,
pocket mod that houses a single battery, which can be removed by unscrewing the top battery cap next to the
connector pin on the top of the mod. It has the same setup as most of SMOK devices, with the numbered
menus that other SMOK devices feature that allows to adjust or control everything from the different modes to
the screen brightness. The screen displays at least six different adjustable settings, from the more standard
wattage and temperature readings to things as superfluous as amp power, vaping timer, and puff counter. A
battery icon displays the battery level. The MT has a transparent, acrylic glass build with LED lights that light
up whenever it fires, and they are more of a distraction than anything else. The Alien has a more
straightforward, easier-to-navigate user interface, comes paired with the fantastic TFV8 Baby tank. The
Switcher is physically more substantial than the Alien, stretching to over 2 inches wide, while the Alien is 1.
The Switcher is more expensive, and also comes paired with a sub-ohm tank , although it cannot perform as
well as the SMOK Baby Beast tank. SMOK has put good attention to each minute detail on the Alien kit. It
contains extra goodies like an extra glass tank for the atomizer and two rubber bands to protect the tank in case
of dropping the device. It is a very good first device for new vapers and the only hard decision now is deciding
what color to get!
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Chapter 2 : SMOK Alien Baby AL85 Kit
SMOK AL85 Alien Baby 85W TC Starter Kit. The SMOK AL85 Alien Baby 85W TC Starter Kit is the compact
revolutionary system inspired from the widely acclaimed Alien W, including the TFV8 Baby Beast to present a stunning
combination of elegant miniaturized designs with ample performance.

A Look at the Contents The AL85 kit comes in the same style packaging that the Alien does, a large cardboard
box with a picture of the included mod and tank on the front, and a short description, list of contents and
company information, on the back. Inside the box, we have the SMOK AL85 mini mod sitting snug in a
styrofoam holder, and underneath that we have the popular Baby Beast tank, a spare glass tube for the tank, a
couple of coil-heads both rated at 0. Again, this is the standard SMOK kit, which I consider a very generous
package, compared to most other brands. You get pretty much everything you need to start vaping, minus the
e-liquid, as well as a spare glass tank, which really comes in handy if you accidentally break the tank. And
yes, that happens more often than most people think. The general design line is virtually the same, only the
AL85 is shorter and a bit wider, and has the battery compartment cap on top, right next to the connection,
whereas the Alien W has a battery door located on the bottom of the device. While some mini mods are
sometimes a bit too small for comfort, the girth of the AL85 feels just right. This allowed manufacturer to
keep the overall size of the device as low as possible, while still incorporating a full-size battery compartment.
To insert the battery, simply unscrew the metal cap, pop it in with the positive facing down, and just screw the
cap back on. And, unlike the PICO, the cap is located near the edge of the mod, so you have plenty of space
for a 24mm, maybe even 25mm, tank. The metallic zinc allow body feels solid, there is absolutely no button
rattle, and the finish is flawless. There has been quite a lot of controversy regarding the quality of the paint job
on the Alien, with some people complaining that it chipped off too easily, but mine has been holding up pretty
well after more than a year of heavy use. The large display is very bright and has all the information you could
possibly want on the home screen. You can adjust the most important settings on the home screen, but for the
more advanced features, you have to go into the main menu, by pressing the firing bar three times, rapidly. In
Puffs, you can set a max. Finally, Power allows you to turn off the mod. In my experience, you get about half
the battery life on the Alien W, which makes sense, since this one is powered by a single battery. Using the
included Baby Beast tank and vaping at around 60W, I got about 5 hours of heavy use out of the AL85 mod,
which is decent for a single battery device. I like my vapor nice and warm, and my sweet spot is between 60W
and 90W. The battery usually takes between hours to charge up completely, depending on its capacity, so
carrying a spare battery on you when you leave the house is highly recommended. One thing I forgot to
mention in the design section of the review is the lack of battery venting. Even though most high-quality
regulated mods come with several built-in protection features that prevent problems like battery overheating, I
still think SMOK should have punched a few holes, either in the battery cap or in the bottom of the device,
just to be sure. Performance-wise, I found the small Alien to be a worthy successor of the original. One thing I
heard is that devices that came with the 1. My sample came with the 1. Some people tried using versions of
the Alien W software and only managed to brick their mods. The Baby Beast holds 3ml of e-liquid and comes
with two stainless steel coil-heads rated at 0. The Baby Beast has been around for a while now, but it remains
one of the best, if not the best, small size tank on the market, which is why SMOK keeps relying heavily on it
for its starter kits. It has the same general design, only on a smaller scale, the exact same chip, menu and and
display and exactly the same features. Or you can always get a spare battery. A special thanks to Vapor4Life
for sending me the sample used for this review.
Chapter 3 : SMOK AL85 Kit Review | E-Cigarette Reviews and Rankings
Smok AL85 Review Bottom Line. If your a fan of small box mods then you will love the Smok AL85 Baby Alien kit.
Although the battery life is understandably low in comparison to box mods that hold 2 batteries this mod delivers on all
other aspects that you would expect from one of the top manufacturers in vaping.
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Chapter 4 : SMOK AL85 Kit | Alien Baby | SMOKtech Starter Kit | The Best Vape
SMOK Alien baby is newest smok company vape kit,the kit include AL85 mod and TFV8 baby cloud beast tank, smooth
streamline and integrated functional buttons. The top refill system makes filling as easy as it gets.

Chapter 5 : Alien AL85 â€“ Smoktech
Alien baby is newest smok company AL85 vape kit, the kit include AL85 mod and TFV8 baby cloud beast tank,the AL85
TC box mod with delicate design,smooth streamline and integrated functional buttons,vapers will enjoy the toughtful
experience and innovative blog.quintoapp.com smok AL85 mod powered by 1pc battery,max output 85watts,support.

Chapter 6 : Alien Baby AL85 | Vape On Tallahassee
Building on the success of the ALIEN W and the SMOK TFV8, SMOK returned with the AL85, which is designed for
vapers that are after something smaller and more pocketable than the ALIEN W. The SMOK AL85 is, for the most part,
a baby version of the company's hugely impressive SMOK Alien W mod.

Chapter 7 : Smok Alien Baby-AL85 Mod USD | VapeSourcing
SMOK AL85 Kit with TFV8 Baby Tank. The SMOK AL85 Kit with TFV8 Baby Tank is a compact 85W device that
features Smok's latest and greatest Temperature Control Technology, single functionality and beautiful design elements
that were inspired by the critically acclaimed W Alien platform.

Chapter 8 : Smok AL85 Baby Alien Kit Review and Deals by SmokeTastic
The SMOK AL85 Alien Baby is not that complicated to use. It has the same setup as most of SMOK devices, with the
numbered menus that other SMOK devices feature that allows to adjust or control everything from the different modes to
the screen brightness.

Chapter 9 : SMOK Alien W Starter Kit Review â€“ An Out-of-this-World Mod
Alien baby is newest smok company AL85 vape kit,the kit include AL85 mod and TFV8 baby cloud beast tank,the AL85
TC box mod with delicate design,smooth 1*User manual.
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